
Significance

Compound drought and heatwaves (CDHWs) severely threaten socioecological systems,

leading to greater impacts, e.g., wildfires, crop failure, and heat-related mortalities, than

individual extremes. This topic is timely as we witnessed severe CDHW events in

California and the southwest United States, Europe, and China in 2022, while the “black

summer” of 2019/2020 in Australia remains a profound example of this threat. This study

investigated the high-end risk of CDHW under climate change and the potential role of

global and regional warming thresholds on the high-end risk of CDHW events. Roughly

20% of global land areas will likely observe ~2 CDHW events/year that last ~25 d by the

late 21st century based on the high-end scenario.

Abstract

Compound drought and heatwave (CDHW) events have garnered increased attention due

to their significant impacts on agriculture, energy, water resources, and ecosystems. We

quantify the projected future shifts in CDHW characteristics (such as frequency, duration,

and severity) due to continued anthropogenic warming relative to the baseline recent

observed period (1982 to 2019). We combine weekly drought and heatwave information

for 26 climate divisions across the globe, employing historical and projected model

output from eight Coupled Model Intercomparison Project 6 GCMs and three Shared

Socioeconomic Pathways. Statistically significant trends are revealed in the CDHW

characteristics for both recent observed and model simulated future period (2020 to

2099). East Africa, North Australia, East North America, Central Asia, Central Europe, and

Southeastern South America show the greatest increase in frequency through the late

21st century. The Southern Hemisphere displays a greater projected increase in CDHW

occurrence, while the Northern Hemisphere displays a greater increase in CDHW severity.

Regional warmings play a significant role in CDHW changes in most regions. These

findings have implications for minimizing the impacts of extreme events and developing
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adaptation and mitigation policies to cope with increased risk on water, energy, and food

sectors in critical geographical regions.

Sign up for PNAS alerts.

Get alerts for new articles, or get an alert when an article is cited.
MANAGE ALERTS

Compound drought and heatwaves (CDHWs) pose a severe threat to socioecological systems

(1, 2), leading to greater impacts, e.g., wildfires (3), agriculture (4–6), massive heat-related

mortalities (7, 8), and socioeconomic catastrophes (9), than individual extremes (10). In recent

decades, CDHWs have increased globally (11), including Europe (12–14), the United States (15),

South America (16), Australia (17, 18), and Asia (19–22).

Droughts and heatwaves are often governed by interconnected processes that produce

coupled changes in precipitation and temperature (23–25) due to enhanced sensible heat flux

at the expense of latent heat flux arising from positive land-atmosphere feedbacks that involve

changing land and vegetation cover (26, 27). Although natural variability is responsible for the

CDHWs (26), previous studies have highlighted that the human-caused warming has intensified

the drivers, resulting in more persistent droughts and heatwaves across widespread regions

(11, 28). Previous work investigated CDHWs (11) based on recent observed periods and record-

shattering heatwaves (29) under future climate change scenarios; however, a holistic analysis

exploring high-end risk related to such compound events for projected climate scenarios

remains underexplored.

This article first explores the projected spatiotemporal shifts in CDHW characteristics

(frequency, duration, and severity) across different climate regions under future warming

scenarios using recent observations as the baseline. Second, we investigate the spatial

evolution of high-end risk of CDHW under climate change, and third, the role of global and

regional warming thresholds on high-end risk of CDHW events is investigated for twenty-six

climate divisions.

We make use of daily maximum 2 m air temperature (Tmax) and weekly self-calibrated palmer

drought severity index (sc-PDSI) to evaluate joint heat/drought CDHW metrics based on bias-

corrected simulation outputs from eight models from the Coupled Model Intercomparison

Project 6 (CMIP6) to quantify the projected changes in CDHW event characteristics for three

future emission scenarios relative to the baseline recent observed period (1982 to 2019). We

examine the changes in CDHW characteristics (frequency, duration, and severity) over altered

evaporation regimes for selected thresholds of global temperature increase at 0.5 °C intervals

from 0.5 °C to 3.5 °C. The results identify a number of global hotspots of projected increase in

high-end CDHW risk. Our findings offer implications for societal exposure to an array of climate

impacts on water resources, ecosystem health, economic stability, and societal welfare.
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Results

Historical and Projected Global Changes in CDHW Characteristics.

We investigated trends during both the recent observed and future periods in global CDHW

characteristics (frequency, duration, and severity) and spatial extent therein based on the

multimodel ensemble (MME) mean of eight climate models from the CMIP6 (Fig. 1). CDHW

frequency, duration, and mean annual severity (hereafter, severity) are calculated using a

methodology (Materials and Methods) previously applied in Mukherjee and Mishra (11).

Fig. 1 A–C depicts the yearly time series of CDHW frequency, duration, and severity for the

recent observed (1982 to 2019), near-future (2020 to 2057), and far-future (2058 to 2095)

periods. The near-future and far-future projections correspond to three shared socioeconomic

pathway (SSP) scenarios: low-end emissions (SSP1-2.6), mid-range emissions (SSP2-4.5), and

high-end emissions (SSP5-8.5) scenarios. An area correction method is applied to each grid

point (refer to SI Appendix, section A3) to account for the latitudinal changes in the grid area.

Historical and projected global changes in CDHW characteristics: (A–C) Variation in observed and GCM-based MME
mean projections of summer CDHW characteristics—(A) frequency, (B) duration, and (C) severity—spatially
averaged over the globe for recent observed period (1982 to 2019) and model simulated future period (2020 to
2099) based on the selected future climate scenarios (SSP1-2.6, SSP2-4.5, and SSP5-8.5). The shading represents
the intermodel variability or spreads based on 5 to 95th percentile bounds, and (D–F) 7-y moving average of
CDHW characteristics—(D) frequency, (E) duration, and (F) severity—for four different areal thresholds (20%, 40%,
60%, and 80%) based on recent observed and SSP5-8.5 scenario.

Fig. 1.
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The 5 to 95% range characterizes the intermodel spread among all GCM projections, as

depicted by the shading in Fig. 1 A–C. The yearly values are derived by taking the spatially

weighted average of the annual time series obtained for individual grids across the global land

surface. We identify statistically significant trends in the CDHW characteristics time series based

on the nonparametric Mann–Kendall’s test (refer to SI Appendix, section A4). Results

demonstrate significant trends in all the scenario-period combinations, with exceptions being

in the low-end emissions scenario (SSP1-2.6; SI Appendix, Table S2), indicating stronger CDHW

activity in the future.

Models project a global average increase in frequency, duration, and severity of CDHW events

throughout the 21st century. Under the SSP5-8.5, it is projected that the number of CDHW

events is likely to increase by ~2.5 (1.5) per year, with an average duration up to ~25 (10) days

and severity of each event increasing ~130 (50) by the end of far future (near-future). This

translates to an approximately threefold increase in frequency, fivefold increase in duration,

and fourfold increase in severity by the end of the 21st century relative to year 2019. A

significant increasing pattern in CDHW characteristics is projected for the high emission

scenario (SSP5-8.5) followed by moderate (SSP2-4.5) scenarios compared to the mild (SSP1-2.6)

scenarios, which is consistent with recent literature (21, 30).

Fig. 1 D–F illustrates the smoothed (7-y moving mean) variation of the CDHW event

characteristics exceeding different areal thresholds (20%, 40%, 60%, and 80% of global land

areas) for the recent observed and SSP5-8.5 scenario. The procedure implemented for defining

areal thresholds and Fig. 1 D–F are provided in supplementary section A5. On average, the top

20% of most affected land areas are projected to experience ~3 CDHW events/year that can last

for ~30 d/year with a severity of ~130 by the end of the 21st century under the SSP5-8.5

scenario. This is a considerable increase from the recent observed period (1982 to 2019), for

which the 20% of most affected land area experienced only ~1 event/year with less than 10 d of

duration and severity of ~40.

Projected Changes of CDHW at Regional Scales.

We explore the projected changes in frequency, duration, and severity across 26 global climate

divisions (proposed by IPCC-AR5; refer to SI Appendix, Fig. S1) based on the MME mean

projections from eight CMIP6 GCMs. The changes in CDHW characteristics are evaluated for the

near-future (2020 to 2057) and far-future (2058 to 2095) periods relative to the recent observed

period (1982 to 2019) for individual grid locations. We evaluated the average increase in CDHW

frequency (by taking spatial weighted average of change in frequency) in the SSP5-8.5 scenario

for the far future relative to the baseline recent observed period across 26 climate divisions as

represented by bar plots in Fig. 2A. For continental-based assessments of the changes in CDHW

characteristics, these bar plots are grouped by continent. The results suggest that East Africa,

Central Asia, North Australia, Central Europe, Southeastern South America, and East North

America are the six climate regions with the largest future increase (hotspots) in the CDHW

frequency within each continent due to the contribution of anthropogenic warming as per the

SSP5-8.5 scenario in the far future. We summarized the spatial distribution of changes in CDHW
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characteristics for these six climate regions using boxplots in Fig. 2 B–G. The results for the rest

of the 20 climate regions are provided in SI Appendix, Fig. S5. The absolute values of the CDHW

characteristics are illustrated by the spatial maps shown in SI Appendix, Figs. S2–S4.

Model simulations show that with increased future emissions, these climate hotspots are most

likely to experience increased occurrences of CDHW events by the end of the century,

especially in the SSP5-8.5. Among the six regions already found to have the largest projected

increases in CDHW frequency on each continent, East Africa and North Australia are the two

regions with the largest increases on the globe. For example, an increase of ~2 to 3 events, ~25

to 35 d with ~30 to 50 severity observed in the Southeast South America; and an increase of ~2

to 3.5 events, ~12 to 20 d, and ~ 40 to 50 severity in Central Asia under the SSP5-8.5 scenario in

the far future. Similarly, Central Europe is likely to experience an increase of ~0.5 to 2 events,

~5 to 20 d, and ~20 to 40 in the severity of CDHW events. A key difference in CDHW

characteristics in North America is noteworthy between East North America and West North

America. Although East North America is projected to experience more CDHW events, the

median severity of the CDHW events in West North America under the SSP5-8.5 scenario in the

far future is significantly higher than that of the East North America (SI Appendix, Fig. S5 and

Fig. 2). The difference in CDHW trends in the eastern and western parts of North America likely

comes about because of contrasting mean climatologies and precipitation projections, as

annual precipitation totals are projected to increase in the already relatively wet East North

America more than across much of the already arid West North America (31) (SI Appendix, Fig.

Projected changes of CDHW at regional scales: (A) The bar plot indicates the average increase in CDHW frequency
relative to the recent observed period (1982 to 2019) across 26 climate divisions. The black bars indicate the
climate division with the highest average increases within each of the six continents. (B–G) Boxplots show the
spatial distribution of change in the three CDHW characteristics in the future climate scenarios relative to the
recent observed period (1982 to 2019) across the six hotspot climate divisions identified in A.

Fig. 2.
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S6). Warming in West North America thus causes CDHWs to be on average more severe and

longer lasting while precipitation increases in the east often offset the CDHW-promoting effects

of warming (32).

Furthermore, we analyzed the spatial asymmetry of the CDHW characteristics by exploring

their latitudinal variations (SI Appendix, Fig. S7). The results suggest that the midlatitudes are

where models project CDHW activity to increase the most in terms of frequency, duration, and

severity. Comparing hemispheres, models project the Southern Hemisphere to experience

larger increases in CDHW event frequency while they project CDHW severity to increase more

in the Northern Hemisphere. Overall, such latitudinal variation in CDHW characteristics may be

driven by intensified land-atmosphere feedbacks (27, 33) and changes in El Niño-Southern

Oscillation (ENSO) patterns (34–37) and, therefore, warrants further investigation.

Mapping the High-End Risk of CDHW Events in Future Climate Scenarios.

Quantifying the spatial risk of climate extremes under climate change is valuable for developing

adaptation strategies. Here, we perform a frequency-based analysis to investigate the spatial

evolution of the risk of CDHW events in future climate scenarios. The frequency of high-end risk

of CDHW events is determined based on specific return intervals (or periods) considering the

future events that are more severe and longer duration compared to the recent observed

period (Materials and Methods). Finally, the spatial evolution of high-end risk of CDHW events is

investigated based on area–frequency curves (SI Appendix, section A6). This analysis allows us

to investigate how the frequency–area relationship of CDHW events, potentially more severe

and longer than the recent observed period, will change due to anthropogenic warming.

Area–frequency curves (Fig. 3) are derived for each of the six hotspot climate divisions for the

far-future (2058 to 2095) period based on the three future climate scenarios. The area–

frequency curves for the remaining 20 climate divisions are shown in SI Appendix, Fig. S8. The

results suggest an increase in the areal extent of high-end risk of CDHW events due to a rise in

anthropogenic warming across all six hotspot climate divisions. This indicates a more

significant percentage of areal extent notable in the SSP5-8.5 scenario in the far future for any

given return period (RP). For instance, in the North Australia region, 1-y CDHW events are likely

to affect more than 60% area in the highest (SSP5-8.5) emission scenario compared to 40% in

the moderate (SSP2-4.5) emission scenario during the far-future period. Similarly, for Southeast

South America, 5-y CDHW events are likely to affect 30% area under the SSP5-8.5 scenario in

the far-future period as compared to 20% and 25% area in the low and moderate emission

scenarios. Across East North America, 2-y CDHW events are likely to affect more than twofold

based on the SSP5-8.5 and SSP2-4.5 scenarios and ~1.5-fold (SSP1-2.6) compared to the recent

observed period. These results highlight the necessity of planning and mitigation efforts that

may have implications for the ecosystem adaptability due to the emergence of CDHW events

whose duration and severity have no analog in the present climate.

Fig. 3.
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Impact of Global and Regional Warming Thresholds on High-End Risk of CDHW
Events.

As the globe warms, most land areas are projected to warm more rapidly, with much regional

variation in warming rates. Geographic variations in warming rates should contribute to

geographic variations in how CDHW risks evolve in the future. We illustrate this

disproportionate historical and future warming for the six hotspots where CDHW frequency is

projected to increase most rapidly in the Fig. 4 bar plots (also shown in SI Appendix, Fig. S9 for

rest of the twenty climate divisions). These bar plots demonstrate the association of change in

global mean temperature anomalies with the difference between global and regional

temperatures for the hotspot climate divisions. Different regions show a variety of

disproportionality based on the temporal trends in the difference in anomalies that varies for

different climate divisions. These disproportionate regional temperature increases can be

attributed to possible intensification of land-atmosphere feedbacks and shifts in teleconnection

patterns in response to mean global warming (38, 39). However, all climate divisions, except

East Africa, show that regional warming is likely to exceed global warming for any threshold of

global temperature anomalies in the SSP5-8.5 scenario, consistent with IPCC AR6 (2021;

https://www.ipcc.ch/report/ar6/wg1/resources/factsheets/).

Spatial Evolution of High-End Risk of CDHW under Climate Change: (A–F) Area–frequency curves for (A) East North
America, (B) Southeastern South America, (C) Central Europe, (D) East Africa, (E) Central Asia, and (F) North
Australia are shown recent observed period (1982 to 2019) and for the model simulated far future (2058 to 2095)
based on the three future climate scenarios. The curves are smoothened using a 7-y moving mean.

Fig. 4.
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We investigate the association between the high-end risk of CDHW events in response to the

disproportionate rise in global and regional warming levels (or thresholds) in the SSP5-8.5

scenario. RPs of CDHW events, representing the high-end risk, are estimated using the MME

mean of historical model runs and future projections for 31 y corresponding to a given

warming threshold (Materials and Methods). For example, a 1.5 °C warming threshold refers to

a 31-y period, which includes 15 y before and 15 y after the specific year when the MME mean

of the global mean temperature anomaly permanently crosses the +1.5 °C threshold. Once this

31-y window is selected for a given warming threshold, the RPs for high-end risk events are

calculated for that period based on the MME mean of CDHW characteristics (Materials and

Methods) for the gridded locations. The spatial distribution of the RPs for subsequent increases

in global temperature anomalies is depicted by boxplots in Fig. 4. We further link these RPs and

global mean temperature anomalies with the corresponding regional temperature anomalies

and drought severity (sc-PDSI magnitudes shown by a solid red line) as demonstrated in Fig. 4.

A significant decrease in RPs with an increase in the global and regional warming levels can be

noted in the SSP5-8.5 climate scenario across all six climate divisions. This indicates that the

severity and duration of historically most extreme CDHW events in the recent observed period

are likely to become more frequent in the future climate due to anthropogenic warming.

However, Fig. 4 indicates considerable heterogeneity across climate divisions in response to

disproportionality between global and regional warming in the future climate. For example, the

median RP can decrease from ~4.5 to ~1 y and ~8 to ~5 y with increased global warming from 1

°C to 4 °C in North Australia and Central Europe, respectively. The upper quartile of RP can

drop significantly from ~4 to ~1 y across East Africa. The area-averaged mean sc-PDSI values

Impact of global and regional warming thresholds on high-end risk of CDHW events: (A–F) Bar plots show the
difference between global and regional mean temperature anomalies at different global warming levels across (A)
East North America, (B) East Africa, (C) Southeastern South America, (D) Central Asia, (E) Central Europe, and (F)
North Australia. The boxplots indicate the return periods of CDHW events as a function of global (x axis) and
regional temperature anomalies (shading) and sc-PDSI (drought magnitude; right y axis). The return periods are
estimated for a 31-y window centered on the year when the global mean temperature anomaly permanently
exceeds a particular warming threshold.
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(right y axis) illustrate that as the mean sc-PDSI decreases, a more significant proportion of the

region will likely experience drought conditions with increased global warming. Furthermore,

the projected mean sc-PDSI values (solid red line) decline monotonically with increased global

mean temperature anomalies for most climate divisions.

Overall, the results from the analysis demonstrate the rise in the risk of CDHW events in the

future due to continued anthropogenic warming. Most climate divisions show a possible rise in

risk of CDHW events accompanied by higher regional warming relative to global warming,

indicating a potential role of increased land-atmosphere feedbacks in the region, which needs

further attention. On the contrary, less regional warming across East Africa, Central Asia, West

Africa, and South Australia indicates that large-scale teleconnections such as stronger La Niña

or El Niño states (34–37) and temperature responses to increasing precipitation may play a role

in modulating the increase in hot extreme events in some regions.

Although our study primarily focuses on the high-end risk of CDHW events and their

associations with global and regional warming levels, we recognize the importance of

understanding the underlying mechanisms, such as land-atmosphere feedbacks, shifts in

teleconnection patterns, and large-scale teleconnections like La Niña or El Niño states (40), that

could contribute to these changes. While there is existing literature that supports the role of

these mechanisms in modulating extreme events, a detailed investigation and direct evidence

of these mechanisms goes beyond the scope of this paper. We encourage future research to

explore these mechanisms in greater detail to improve our understanding of the factors driving

the projected changes in CDHW events.

Discussion

Our analysis found increases in compound drought and heatwave (CDHW) characteristics

(frequency, duration, and severity) in the near- and far future under various scenarios of future

warming. The increases are most pronounced in key vulnerable geographical regions,

underscoring the potential impacts on large, vulnerable populations, socioeconomic systems,

and ecosystems. The intensified CDHW characteristics are largest in the high-end SSP5-8.5 and

moderate in the SSP2-4.5 scenario. The results suggest that taking the SSP2-4.5 path would

lead to large and important mitigation of CDHW trends compared to the SSP5-8.5 path. In the

high-end scenario, roughly 20% of global land areas are likely to observe ~2 CDHW events/year

that last ~25 d with a severity of ~130 by the late 21st century. For comparison, the average

over the recent observed reference period is ~1.2 events/year, <10 d/year, with a severity of

~40, respectively. The substantial increase in CDHW characteristics highlights the profound

threat of more frequent and intense CDHW events in the upcoming decades, depending on the

emissions pathway followed.

Past studies indicate that global climate change causes disproportionate surface energy

partitioning over many regions and amplifies compound extremes (27, 41). Soil moisture

memory adds to the persistence of compound drought/heatwave events (42). Because current

generation climate models fail to accurately reproduce the planetary wave resonance Climate change will accelerate the high-end risk of compound drought and…    
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conditions that have been implicated in the increase in persistent summer weather extremes

(43–45), our analysis may underestimate the potential for increased duration CDHW events.

Analyzing spatiotemporal shifts in projected CDHW characteristics across 26 climate divisions,

we found that East North America, Southeast South America, Central Europe, East Africa,

Central Asia, and North Australia (six “hotspot” regions) are likely to witness the largest increase

in the frequency of CDHW events as per the SSP5-8.5 scenario in the far future. Recent studies

have suggested that these hotspot regions may be particularly vulnerable to the impacts of

climate change due to a combination of factors, including their geographic location,

susceptibility to changes in precipitation patterns, local hydrological processes, and reduction

in soil moisture content. In East Africa, the increase in the sea surface temperature anomalies

in the southwest Indian Ocean is likely to be associated with reduced moisture transport and

increasing long-term dryness over many parts of East Africa (46–48). Central Asia is

characterized by high aridity, making it particularly sensitive to changes in precipitation and

temperature, which could contribute to increased CDHW risks. In Australia, the concurrence of

strong El Nino and positive Indian Ocean Dipole (IOD) phases can bring frequent and severe

CDHW conditions (49).

In the Southeastern part of South America, changes in the position and strength of the south

Atlantic high-pressure system and increased El Niño-Southern Oscillation events are likely to

play a key role in driving changes in precipitation patterns and drought occurrence over South

America (40, 50). In East North America and Central Europe, changes in the jet stream and

persistent blocking patterns can amplify regional heatwaves, while land-atmosphere feedbacks,

soil moisture deficits, and changes in evapotranspiration can exacerbate the impacts of

heatwaves and droughts. Further research is needed to understand these driving mechanisms

and their influence on the spatial distribution of CDHW events under future warming scenarios.

The latitudinal variations of CDHW characteristics suggest that the Southern Hemisphere is

likely to experience a larger increase in the frequency of CDHW events, whereas the Northern

Hemisphere is likely to experience a larger increase in the severity of CDHW events, especially

within the midlatitude region. Given the substantial current uncertainties in model-based

projections of future ENSO behavior, including even the sign of the response of ENSO to

anthropogenic forcing (51), there are important caveats in interpreting the projected changes in

these regions. Quantification of high-end risk of CDHW events under climate change is often

challenging. Our study has a few limitations, including the coarse resolution used in the

analysis and the limited number of high-end CDHW events for RP analysis. Weekly analysis of

CDHW events can partly overcome the limitations of data lengths. Future studies can

investigate the role of the high-end risk of CDHW events on multiple sectors that affects

socioeconomic systems. Multiple reanalysis datasets (52) can be used to quantify the

uncertainties associated with high-end CDHW events. Although our study reveals that high-end

CDHW events are likely to increase under climate change, more studies are needed to

investigate potential mechanisms that trigger such compound extremes. The potential

mechanisms are associated with land-atmosphere feedbacks, shifts in teleconnection patterns, Climate change will accelerate the high-end risk of compound drought and…    
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increase in anthropogenic activities (e.g., urbanization), and the changes in quantity and

seasonality (variability) of the global hydrologic cycle (53). Furthermore, continued

advancements in understanding ENSO responses to anthropogenic forcing and developing

more accurate climate model simulations will help improve projections of CDHW events in

regions affected by ENSO variability.

The area–frequency analysis shows that the areal extent of CDHW events increases with

emission rates. While certain regions such as East Africa, West Africa, and South Australia show

relatively low projected warming, they still experience hot extremes in association with El Niño

and La Niña events, underscoring the importance of reducing current uncertainties in projected

changes in ENSO behavior and its teleconnections. We analyzed the role of regional warming

trends in affecting the frequency of CDHW events. Our results strongly suggest that regional

warming levels play a significant role in their occurrences, except in East Africa. Alizadeh et al.

(54) also explained that the excessive heat caused due to intense-land-atmospheric feedback is

the dominant driver of the compound dry and hot events.

Because of the disparate impacts of CDHW frequency and severity across societal and

ecological sectors, our findings offer important implications for stakeholders and policymakers

in the areas of hydrology and water resources, forest management, the energy sector (55),

socioeconomic disciplines (56, 57), agricultural sectors (4), health sciences (58), and ecology and

wildlife protection (59), providing guidance for planning, preparing, and mitigating adverse

climate change impacts in these sectors. Future research focusing on quantifying the influence

of land use and land cover on moisture transport and heat advection, and land-atmosphere

feedbacks, and in constraining large-scale teleconnection patterns should help further

elucidate the factors underlying increased CDHW-related climate change risk.

Materials and Methods

Data.

Daily observed precipitation is obtained from the Global Precipitation Climatology Centre

(GPCC) for the period 1982 to 2019, available at  spatial resolution. Daily observed

maximum and minimum 2 m air temperature datasets (T  and T ) for the same period are

downloaded from the Climate Prediction Center (CPC), which are available at 0.25° spatial

resolution for the globe. In addition, we also analyzed CDHW characteristics for the future

periods using eight general circulation model (GCM; SI Appendix, Table S1) outputs of

precipitation flux, T , and T  under three SSP-representative concentration pathway (SSP-

RCP: SSP1-2.6, SSP2-4.5, and SSP5-8.5) scenarios from the latest CMIP6 (available at

https://esgf-node.llnl.gov/projects/cmip6/). The GCM outputs obtained for the future period are

bias corrected by employing a nonstationary bias-correction technique (60) with respect to the

corresponding historical model runs and observed datasets (explained in SI Appendix,

Appendix A1). We performed a correlation analysis using precipitation, temperature data, and

CDHW characteristics between GPCC and bias-corrected GCM model outputs to identify the

best GCMs. Based on this analysis, we selected 8 GCMs to investigate further climate change's

×1o 1o
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max min
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potential influence on CDHW characteristics at a global scale. The GCM outputs were selected

considering a single realization (r1i1p1f1).

All datasets (both observations and GCM outputs) are first regridded to  spatial

resolution by applying bilinear interpolation. An Available Water Content (AWC) dataset, which

is a parameter for the sc-PDSI, was retrieved from a soil texture-based global water-holding-

capacity map produced by Webb et al. (61) and extracted at  spatial resolution. In this study,

only land areas between  and  are considered.

Estimation of CDHW Characteristics.

First, drought events are derived based on the weekly sc-PDSI, which is calculated by following

the procedure proposed in Wells et al. (62). A drought week is defined when the weekly sc-PDSI

magnitude falls below the 10th percentile calculated for the entire study period. In this study, a

heatwave event is decided when the daily Tmax exceeds the 95th percentile of the summer

daily Tmax for at least three consecutive days. Two heatwave events are considered

independent if they are separated by more than 4 d; otherwise, they are considered a single

event.

This study focuses on three main CDHW characteristics: frequency, duration, and severity for

the summer months (May–October in the Northern hemisphere and November–April in the

Southern Hemisphere). The CDHW characteristics are calculated by combining the drought

(weekly sc-PDSI) and heatwave (daily maximum temperature) metrics (refer to SI Appendix, Fig.

S10). A compound drought and heatwave event occur  when both heatwave 

and a drought  episodes occur simultaneously, i.e.,  for a grid  .

Mathematically,

[1]

The three CDHW characteristics are calculated as follows: a) frequency, defined as the average

number of CDHW events for a given year; b) duration, defined as the total number of CDHW

event days occurred for a given year; and c) CDHW severity for an individual event is calculated

based on the cumulative sum of the daily severity values obtained over the consecutive days of

the CDHW event. Daily severities are estimated as the product of the daily standardized values

of maximum temperatures and the sc-PDSI value of the coinciding extreme drought week.

Then, the mean annual CDHW severity (“severity” in the main text) is calculated as the average

of all the year’s event severities. See SI Appendix, Appendix A2 for calculation of severity.

We constructed the MMEs of three CDHW characteristics by considering the arithmetic mean of

the eight GCMs separately for the three scenarios (SSP1-2.6, SSP2-4.5, and SSP5-8.5) as the

MMEs of the GCMs perform better by capturing the temporal changes efficiently compared to

the individual models (63).

×2o 2o

2o

N66o S66o
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Calculation of RPs.

We represent the high-end risk of CDHW events in the future periods based on RPs calculated

for the six future climate scenario–period combinations. Specifically, the RPs are calculated as

the reciprocal of the joint probabilities of occurrences of CDHW events with slight modification

to the methodology suggested by Ridder et al. (64). To focus on the high-end risk of CDHW

events in our analysis, the estimation of RPs is based on events that are likely to be equally or

more severe and more extended in the future than observed in the recent observed period. As

such, a conditional approach is adopted based on the following two criteria.

1. The events should have lasted for at least the maximum number of CDHW days in the

observation.

2. For that event, the severity values should exceed the maximum daily severity evidenced in

the observation.

This approach explicitly focuses on the high-end risk with prolonged and severe CDHW events

in the future, which was never addressed in the previous joint compound extreme studies.

First, the joint occurrence probability of the CDHW events (satisfying the above two criteria) for

every grid cell (lat, lon) and future climate scenario (SSP) was calculated as the MME mean of

the total CDHW days divided by the total number of summer days for that period, given as,

[2]

where  denotes the conditional joint probability; d

and S  are the maximum duration and severity of CDHW event in the present period for grid

location (lat, lon); d  and S  are the duration and severity of CDHW event for the grid location

(lat, lon) in the future climate scenario, SSP; and N is the total number of CMIP6-GCMs used in

the study.

Finally, the RP is calculated by standardizing the inverse of the conditional probability by

number of days per year as (64).

[3]

Estimation of Global and Regional Warming Levels.

First, we evaluate the global mean temperature for the recent observed period and then

temporally average it to get a single value. This value represents the global mean temperature

over the recent observed or climatological period (1982 to 2019).

P(H ∩ D| ≥ , ≥df dp Sf Sp)SSP ,lat,lon

= ,
( CDHWd(t,lat,lon,SSP | ≥ , ≥ )/N)∑

N

n=1 ∑t df dp Sf Sp

Summerdays(t,lat,lon)∑t

P(H ∩ D| ≥ , ≥df dp Sf Sp)SSP ,lat,lon p

p

f f

R = .PSSP ,lat,lon
1

P(H∩D| ≥ , ≥ ×365df dp Sf Sp)SSP,lat,lon
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where  represents the mean temperature series over the globe, i.e., average of T  and

T .

Then, we calculated the global mean–annual temperature anomalies as follows:

1. Concatenate the global mean surface air temperature (   ) for recent observed period

and the SSP5-8.5 for all the GCM models to get the full time series of global temperature

from 1982 to 2099.

2. Subtract  from the concatenated series for all the models to get the

anomaly series for each of the models.

3. Construct the multimodel mean ensemble (MME) by giving equal weights to the different

climate models to get the global mean temperature anomaly series.

The preindustrial period (1850 to 1900) is commonly used as a benchmark to represent

preindustrial temperature, which is widely used in climate change analysis. Studies have shown

that the recent observed period is ~0.6 °C warmer than the preindustrial period (65). Therefore,

we added an adjustment factor 0.6 °C to the multimodel mean ensemble (MME) global mean

temperature anomalies to assess their relative warming levels to the preindustrial era (66).

Then, we extracted the years (“central years”) for different global warming levels (1 °C, 1.5 °C, 2

°C, 2.5 °C, 3.5 °C, and 4 °C), when global mean temperature anomaly exceeds the desired

warming level (67). After that, we considered the period for each of the warming levels as a 31-y

window (15 y before and 15 y after the central year). We calculated the area-averaged summer

mean sc-PDSI values and the RPs for each of the grid points for these 31-y periods for all 26

climate regions. The area-averaged regional temperature anomalies for all the climate regions

are evaluated.

Data, Materials, and Software Availability

The datasets used in this study are publicly available from different sources. The daily observed
precipitation dataset is obtained from the Global Precipitation Climatology Centre (GPCC), accessible at
https://opendata.dwd.de/climate_environment/GPCC/full_data_daily_v2020/. Daily observed maximum and
minimum 2m air temperature datasets are obtained from the Climate Prediction Centre (CPC) database,
which is accessible at https://psl.noaa.gov/data/gridded/data.cpc.globaltemp.html. General Circulation
Model (GCM) outputs from the CMIP6 experiments can be downloaded from the https://esgf-
node.llnl.gov/projects/cmip6/.
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